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Improve sustainability costs with
more efficient components with
longer life cycles to reduce carbon
footprint, demand less power and
cooling, and occupy less space
Improve uptime by reducing the
number of components that can fail.

      infrastructure to cope with elastic 
      load changes  

2x better infrastructure efficiency
reduces the cost of procurement and
operations, reduces the cost per
transaction, and improves the value
output in the data center
Longer life cycles extend refresh cycles
from 3 years to 5 years, reducing
procurement and installation costs
Improve on-demand scaling by
increasing  the  capabilities  of   existing

SQL Server Cluster optimization: Half the
infrastructure, half the costs, same
transaction performance.
TCO calculations for database clusters
include many variables and can be
challenging to optimize. Typical acquisition
costs include compute, network, and
storage resources and regular refresh
cycles and support. Additional operating
costs also factor into the equation, such as
data center space, power, software
licensing, and labor. 

Improving TCO with better SSDs becomes
interesting if you multiply the value
created by each server (fulfilling more
queries, performing more transactions,
and servicing more users per system)
without adding complexity to the cluster.  

The Challenge
Can next-generation SSDs
significantly improve data
center TCO?

2x better Infrastructure
efficiency 
Improve uptime with longer
life cycles and fewer
components 
Improve on-demand scaling
capabilities 
Improve sustainability with
less waste, energy, and space
consumed 

Key customer benefits

Increasing capacity density
can cut the number of servers
required to meet performance

and storage needs by 50%,
improving the acquisition

costs by 42% and the annual
operating costs by 50%.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/scaleflux


Running a
SQL Server

cluster
with CSD

3000
drives can

reduce
TCO by
49% by

doubling
the usable
capacity
per drive.

 Base line (3yr life cycle) Improved (3yr life cycle)

Common Deployment Ordinary SSD 3.84TB CSD with 2x Capacity Multiplier 

Hardware Cluster Configuration:   

        # of Racks  2 1

        # of servers populated per rack 30 30

        # of servers deployed 60 30

        Drives per server 8 8

        Data storage per drive (TB)  3.84 7.68

        Total Storage Capacity (TB)  1843 1843

Hardware Cluster Acquisition Costs:   

        Server Costs (32-core system, excluding SSD) $312,000 $156,000

        SSD Costs (8 Drives/server)  $368,640 $239,616

          Total HW Costs $680,640 $395,616

Operating Costs   

        Power $131,884 $65,942

        Maintenance $108,000 $54,000

        Software Licenses*  $4,083,840 $2,041,920

        Total 3yr Operating Costs $4,323,724 $2,161,862

Total Cluster Cost of Ownership (3yrs) $5,004,364 $2,557,478

Savings with ScaleFlux Drives   

        Acquisition Cost Savings  $285,024

        Operating Cost Savings  $2,161,862

        Total Savings  $2,446,886

% Savings with ScaleFlux Drives   

        % Acquisition Cost Savings   42%

        % Operating Cost Savings   50%

        % Total Savings   49%

About ScaleFlux
ScaleFlux helps customers harness data growth as a competitive advantage by building
products that reduce complexity and accelerate the creation of value from data. In our first
phase of rethinking the data pipeline for the modern data center, ScaleFlux has built a better
SSD by embedding computational storage technology into flash drives. Now, customers can
gain an edge by optimizing their data center infrastructure by deploying storage intelligence
for workloads like databases, analytics, IoT, and 5G.  

For more information,  visit  www.scaleflux.com or fol low us on LinkedIn.  

Next-gen NVMe SSDs improve TCO by
49% vs. commodity enterprise SSDs,
with no additional complexity.
ScaleFlux 3000-series drives are NVMe
SSDs   built  with   computational  storage

The Solution
Servers running on ScaleFlux
3000-series drive TCO
improvements. 

technology - in-drive capabilities to
offload the CPU from burdensome storage
computing. This simple approach has
cascading benefits to infrastructure
efficiency and TCO, allowing a data center
to produce more with reduced
infrastructure costs. Customers see some
of the most significant benefits with
popular databases and applications such
as MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, Aerospike,
RocksDB, and Kafka. 

*Based on SQL Server
Standard at $1.4k/core pair
per year

Note: 2:1 Compression Ratio
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files  
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